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Answers to Reviewer 1

1. V and Ni are assumed as specific tracers for ship emissions. This assumption is
not completely correct as V and Ni are tracers for any combustion process of heavy
oils and not for ship emissions only. The V/Ni ratio could be specific marker for ship
emissions but only in case the range of the ratio characteristic for ships emissions
would be significantly different from that one for other heavy oil combustors.

We agree with the comment of the referee. In fact, we cannot distinguish different
heavy oil combustion sources. However, our sampling site is far from sources of heavy
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oil combustion other than ships, and backtrajectories suggest that airmasses with V
high concentrations do not come from large power plants or other industries (refineries)
in Sicily and in Southern Italy. Anyway, a possible long-range influence from far sources
(i.e., refineries in Southern Sardinia) cannot be excluded. To be more general, we will
rephrase the title and the text of the paper referring to heavy oil combustion sources,
of which ships presumably play a large role. We believe that our results constitute
an important contribution to the understanding of Mediterranean aerosols even if the
specific ship source cannot be unequivocally identified.

2. Ni/Si and V/Si ratios are introduced to distinguish cases dominated by heavy oil
combustion from those most influenced by Saharan dust. The authors considered
enriched samples those with a ratio V/Si (or Ni/Si) 10 times higher than that one specific
for crustal sources. But what is the value for the latter and what the reference for it?
And more, what this factor of 10 represents? It appears this limit has been arbitrary
fixed by the authors.

The Ni/V and V/Si ratios in the upper continental crust are 1.5x10-4 (black line in fig
1) and 3.1x 10-4, respectively. As reported in the caption of figure 1, these values are
identified by Henderson and Henderson (2009). To improve clarity, we will add these
values also to the text. A threshold 10 times higher than the typical value of the upper
continental crust is commonly used in the literature to identify samples which are en-
riched in V with respect to the crustal composition (e. g., Chester et al., 2000; Adams
et al., 1980). Samples showing an enrichment value <10 are generally supposed to
indicate that a trace metal in the aerosol sample has a significant crustal source (usu-
ally called non-enriched element). In contrast, an enrichment >10 is assumed to indi-
cate that a significant proportion of an element has a non-crustal source (anomalously
enriched elements). It is well known that the need of a relatively high threshold to dis-
criminate element enrichment with respect to the crust arises from the inhomogeneity
of the crust composition. For instance, the same is not true in distinguishing sea salt
and non-sea salt contribution of a certain marker, in which case the value of the sea
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water ratio is generally considered. We believe that the threshold values we use are
robust for discriminating V enhancements which are not due to crustal contributions. A
discussion of this aspect, with the justification of the selected thresholds, will be added
to the paper.

3. Furthermore, Figure 1 shows that this criterion fails, as a not negligible number of
cases with Si concentrations larger than 800 ng m-3 shows a Ni/Si ratio 10 times higher
than that one characteristic for crustal sources.

Figure 1 shows that Ni is enriched also in some Saharan dust events (as suggested
by the Si high concentration and confirmed by backtrajectories), as a consequence
of mixing of particles produced by different sources. The occurrence of elevated Si
amounts does not imply that dust is the only aerosol component. Conversely, it implies
that dust is an important component. Other evidences of mixing are discussed at page
29924, line 21.

4. The authors assume that Si concentrations larger than 800 ng m-3 identify Saharan
dust events. And again, where this limit value comes from?

The value of 800 ng m-3 corresponds to the 72nd percentile of the Si concentration
distribution. This threshold is not used as a single attribution criterion, but together with
the trajectory analysis to support the identification of cases significantly influenced by
dust (see page 29922, lines 15-18). The exact value of the threshold is not significant
as far as cases with high crustal content are isolated. A more stringent limit could
be the 75th percentile (corresponding to Si =925 ng m-3); 22 samples display values
between 800 and 925 ng m-3. Previous studies carried out on the basis of aerosol
optical depth measurements, show that dust is present at Lampedusa in about 26%
of the days (Meloni et al., 2007). Although the dust occurrence at the surface may
show a somewhat different behavior, we believe that the 75th percentile provides a
good threshold. In any case, the Si amount is not used as a stringent method for dust
identification, but to remove from the subsequent analyses cases in which dust is a
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major component. We believe that, although the choice of the threshold is somewhat
arbitrary, the combined use of trajectories and Si content provides a robust criterion for
the use made in the paper. We plan to clarify this aspect, use the 75th percentile, and
expand the discussion of the possible markers for dust (as suggested also by reviewer
2) and the threshold selection.

5. The authors introduce also Vsol and Nisol as additional criteria to discriminate
between crustal events and ship aerosol cases (lines 28-29) and set, in an arbitrary
manner, a threshold of 6 ng m-3 for V sol claimed as a better tracer for antropic sources
(line 25). In Table 1 they show a higher solubility for V and Ni in ship events than in pure
Saharan dust events. This reviewer believes that in no case an extensive property, as
Vsol, can be considered appropriate to discriminate different sources. For example,
despite the lower solubility of V in natural aerosols, V concentrations larger than 6 ng
m-3 can be reached during important dust events.

The values of 6 ng m-3 is not arbitrarily chosen. This value was derived from the
experimental data. All the samples classified as enriched (i.e. Ni/Si >10 (Ni/Si)crust
and V/Si>10 (V/Si)crust) displayed a concentration of Vsol > 8 ng m-3, and only in 6
cases 8 > Vsol > 6 ng m-3. This is stated at pag 29922 line 19-24 (“The measured
concentrations of Vsol and Nisol for the non-enriched events are lower than for the
enriched cases, and are below 8 and 2.6 ng m−3, respectively. Only 6 events (less
than 5% of the dataset) are in the range 6–8 ng m−3 for V, and 2.3– 2.6 ng m−3 for
Ni. The threshold of 6 ng m−3 (hereafter Vst) for Vsol is chosen to identify enriched
samples on the basis of measurements of Vsol.”). We plan to improve the discussion
of this point, clarifying the criteria used to identify the threshold for Vsol.

We do not agree that V concentrations larger than 6 ng m-3 can be reached during
important dust events. As shown by the simple calculation reported below, a dust
event producing this amount of V would be exceptionally intense.

Since the V/Si ratio in the upper continental crust is 3.1x10-4, and about 40% of the
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total V is soluble in the crust, the Si concentration should be larger than 48000 ng m-3
to support a value of Vsol of 6 ng m-3. This is a huge amount of Si. The highest
concentration of Si measured at Lampedusa is 12300 ng m-3. Although this value
is very high (and is a single extremely intense event; as discussed above, the 75th
percentile of the Si amount is 925 ng m-3; see also the following figure for the range of
Si values), is by far smaller than that needed to obtain a value of Vsol = 6 ng m-3 due
only to the crust contribution.

Furthermore, as shown in the figure 1 (attached to these comments), data from Lampe-
dusa generally show that elevated values of Vsol correspond with low amounts of Si,
and vice-versa. This behavior supports the conclusion that Vsol has a different source
with respect to Si.

6. The ratio Vsol/Nisol for events classified as anthropogenic-influenced (on the basis
the Vsol > 6 ng m-3) does not differ significantly from that obtained for events classified
as crustal, 2.98 vs 2.54, respectively. This indicates that i) either the ratio is not specific
for one or the other source and/or ii) aerosols comes, in fact, from different sources and
they are not pure Saharan dust or ship events.

The referee is right, the two values are not very different (even if both significant at
p < 0.005). As outlined in the text, similar values are found in the literature for ship
and for crustal particles. The cases identified as affected by ships display a V/Ni ratio
higher than that of crust and close to the literature value for ship emission, suggesting
that heavy oil combustion contributes significantly. In any case, the discrimination be-
tween high and low ship contribution is not based on the slope of this correlation (i.e
the V/Ni ratio) alone, but on a combination of factors (V/Ni ratio, V amount which is
not attributable to dust, V and Ni solubility, trajectory analysis). These aspect will be
clarified and the discussion improved.

7. The method used to calculate back-trajectories is based on an oversimplifying as-
sumption i.e. that wind follows a uniform and linear behavior both in terms of direction
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and speed. An assumption that can be true only for a very limited space and time, if at
all. Back-trajectories should be calculated using more robust tools, e.g. HYSPLIT.

We do not agree with this comment. Hysplit trajectories were used in a number of other
studies we performed at Lampedusa, and it would have been easier to use this tool.
However, there are implicit limitations in this type of trajectories, essentially related to
the coarse resolution of the meteorological data and associated model, and to their
use at very low altitude. NCEP reanalysis data used for the calculation of trajectories
are available at 2.5◦ x 2.5◦ spatial resolution, 6 h temporal resolution, and 17 vertical
levels; some improvement may be obtained by using higher spatial resolution datasets
(i.e., ECMWF, although also this dataset has 6 h temporal resolution ). As stated in the
paper (lines 9-13 pag. 29925: “the use of relatively frequent wind measurements can
be advantageous with respect to standard back-trajectories based on meteorological
analyses, which have a broader spatial and temporal resolution, especially consider-
ing the goal of this trajectory analysis: the determination of the air mass paths in the
maritime region surrounding Lampedusa.”) the data temporal resolution is very impor-
tant for our application. Assuming a reasonable value of mean wind intensity of 6 m/s
along the backtrajectory, an air particle covers about 260 km in 12 hours, which largely
exceeds the area of interest, i.e. the surrounding of Lampedusa up to the southern
part of the Strait of Sicily. The choice to calculate backtrajectories over 18 hours is a
conservative choice, which allows to have an appropriate description in case of stag-
nant condition. The use of databases with 6 hour temporal resolution (both NCEP and
ECMWF) implies that in most cases data from only 2 analyses would be used, probably
temporally interpolating the original data. In any case, computing trajectories close to
the surface is always problematic.

For supporting our point of view we used two different approaches.

1) We have made a comparison between the backtrajectories calculated by Hysplit
(hereafter model backtrajectories, figure 2 plot on the left) using the NCEP data and
our backtrajectories (hereafter calculated backtrajectories, figure 2 plot on the right)
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during the June/July 2008 event discussed in the manuscript (i.e., fig. 6 in the paper).

For simplicity in figure 2 we show the backtrajectories in a range of 180 km from Lampe-
dusa. Although model and calculated backtrajectories present a general agreement,
differences appears in correspondence of stagnant conditions (i.e., 22, 24 June and 3
July). As expected, the model has some difficulty in reproducing low wind conditions
at the ground level, while measurements can better reproduce this situation typical of
the summer time. This is an important point already evidenced in the paper (lines
3-5 pag. 29929) “Moreover, very low winds connected with stagnant conditions are
not responsible for elevated values of Vsol, confirming that high Vsol values are not
of local origin (i.e. from harbour activities).” The larger differences between the two
approaches are observable on 4 and 7 of July, when a strong wind rotations occurred
(see respectively the backtrajectories of 3-5 July and of 6-8 July). In addition, we would
like to evidence that the model backtrajectories often at Lampedusa display a larger
easterly component than retrievable from the measured wind.

2) A verification of the uncertainties associated with the Hysplit trajectories may be
obtained by using clusters of trajectories arriving at slightly different end-points close
to Lampedusa and slightly different times.

As an example, we have calculated the Hysplit “ensemble” trajectories for several cases
studied in the paper. The ensemble trajectories are obtain by calculating 27 different
trajectories from the selected starting location; each trajectory ensemble is calculated
by offsetting the meteorological data by one grid point in the horizontal, and 0.01 sigma
units in the vertical. As an example, we report here the results for July 4th, 5th (figure
3), and 7th (figure 4), 2008. The trajectory are calculated for the lowest model level.
Trajectories ending at 12 UT and 18 UT are calculated for July 7.

Evidently, small changes in the meteorological grid largely affect the trajectory path.
The patterns retrieved from the surface observations are among those retrieved from
Hysplit. However, the large spread in the model results does not allow a reasonable
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identification of the transport patterns. Moreover, time interpolation is also critical. The
trajectory patterns show some change between 12 and 18 UT on July 7, 2008. The
wind measured at Lampedusa on the same day suggest that south-westerly winds are
occurring probably earlier than expected from the trajectories.

Summarizing, we believe that, in a site like Lampedusa where the local effects are
minimal, using high resolution (10 minute wind) measurements of the wind provides
much better detail on the dynamics, at least when trajectories are calculated for a
limited duration, as it is our case. We will provide a more detailed explanation of these
motivations in the text.

8. The authors, making use of the entire available database i.e. without any data filter-
ing, study the relation between nss-sulphate and the Vsol and proposed a criterion to
estimate the contribution of ship emissions to nss-sulphate concentrations at Lampe-
dusa, i.e. minimum regression slope, SO4/Vsol = 200. The authors assume that that for
the points lying on the curve y=200x, nss-SO4 and Vsol arise from the same source,
i.e. ship emissions. The approach is however not valid. For example, those points
could represent aerosol dominated by crustal components as both nss-SO4 and Vsol
are also characteristic components of dust and neither nss-SO4 nor Vsol have been
corrected for dust contribution.

Following the comment of the reviewer, figure 2 b was redrawn as shown in figure 5 by
including the correction for the crustal contribution to Vsol, and by limiting the analysis
to cases with Vsol > 6 ng m-3, i.e. the V and Ni enriched events in which the heavy oil
combustion source plays an important role. Considering the SO4/Si ratio in the upper
continental crust (6x10-3, Henderson and Henderson, 2009), we have estimated the
sulphate contribution from dust, which is negligible: in the average it accounts for 0.2%
with respect to the total nssSO4.

The red points in figure 5 are those obtained with this selection and after correction
for crustal contribution. This selection and the correction for the crustal contribution to
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Vsol do not affect the derived minimum ratio. However, we believe that by including this
correction, and by selecting cases in which the heavy oil combustion source is relevant,
we may clarify the discussion.

Regarding the use of the SO4/Vsol minimum ratio, we do not expect to obtain a de-
fined SO4/Vsol ratio (that does not probably exist even for a single source, due to the
complex processes leading to SO4 formation); conversely, we look for a minimum ratio.
Plot b of figure 2 clearly shows that no correlation exists between nssSO4 and V; the
dashed line in the same figure represents the slope 200, not a correlation between the
red points. From the figure and as stated in the text, we can only say that there are
no samples with SO4/Vsol<200. We then use this minimum ratio to obtain a rough
estimation of the minimum contribution of sulphate from the ship source (page 29931,
lines 21-22), and not for a detailed quantification of the produced sulphur.

It must be considered that, once the dust cases have been taken into account, the
addition of SO4 from sources other than heavy oil combustion would produce (as it
appears from figure 2) an increase in SO4 without affecting Vsol. For instance, the
ratio SO4/V in the upper continental crust is 19.2. Thus, we assume that the smallest
SO4 to Vsol ratio may be ascribed to particles in which the contribution from heavy oil
combustion is the dominant factor determining sulphate and Vsol amounts (it is likely
that other aerosol components are present, which however are not expected in these
cases to significantly contribute to the measured Vsol and SO4 amounts). It is still
possible that we never have cases in which sulphates are mainly due to the heavy oil
combustion source, i.e, also in the cases with SO4/Vsol =200 there are significant con-
tributions from other sources. If this is the case, however, we would not expect a lower
limit in the SO4 versus Vsol plot. The existence of a lower limit which is repeatable in
several different cases led us to assume that in those cases heavy oil combustion is
the dominant component in determining Vsol and SO4.

Beside, data from the special event (June-July 2008) from the 8 stage impactor (as
reported in paper page 29931) case characterized by high heavy oil combustion con-
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tribution confirm that the minimum values we derive from bulk data is reasonable. As
reported at page 29931, lines 11-13: “. . .During the special event of June/July 2008
the nssSO4 /V ratio values were all in the range 250–400, except for few spikes up to
1000, possibly due to the contribution from additional sources of SO4”. In the following
sentence we state: ” A value of SO4/V in the same range (285) is derived for the finest
particles stage (0.1–0.4 µm) of the impactor data. . .”, which is an important additional
information, since the 0.1–0.4 µm size fraction is expected to be largely influenced by
the heavy oil source, and have a very limited dust content.

The previous aspects, and a discussion of the limitations of the method, will be added
to the text to better support the obtained estimates. As stated above and in the paper,
the method is used to derive a rough estimate of the minimum contribution of sulphate
from heavy oil combustion. The data we found agree with those modeled by Marmer
and Langmann (2005) for the same area.

9. Finally, even if a properly derived criterion involving V and/or Ni had been available
among the many mentioned in the ms, then this criterion would have traced the con-
tribution of all heavy oil combustion emissions including not only mobile, as concluded
by the authors, but also fixed sources which are neglected in the whole paper. To be
completely rigorous.

We agree with this comment. Consequently, as above stated, we will change the title in
“Evidence for heavy oil combustion emissions in the Mediterranean Sea from aerosol
chemical analyses at the island of Lampedusa”, and will modify the text accordingly.
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Fig. 1. Scatter plot Vsol vs. Si.
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Fig. 2. Backtrajectories calculated by Hysplit (plot on the left) using the NCEP data and our
backtrajectories (plot on the right) during the June/July 2008 event discussed in the manuscript
(i.e., fig. 6 in
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Fig. 3. Ensemble trajectories for July 4th (plot on the right) and 5th (plot on the left 2008. The
trajectories are calculated for the lowest model level.
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Fig. 4. Ensemble trajectories for July 7th 2008 ending at 12 UT (plot on the right) and 18 UT
(plot on the left). The trajectories are calculated for the lowest model level.
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Fig. 5. Scatter plot nssSO4 vs. Vsol for Vsol>6 ng m-3. Dashed line in the plot b represents the
ratio nssSO4/Vsol=200. The red points are obtained after correction for crustal contribution.
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